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Under the Blanket
By Matt Black

Covering the
hands rather
than restoring
a natural
appearance will
cause the viewing
public to use their
imagination and
wonder what we
are hiding from
them.

The Dodge Magazine

While I was making my rounds visiting funeral
homes, a funeral director invited me into the
preparation room and asked, “How much time do
other embalmers/funeral directors spend on the
hands? I see a lot of colleagues who just place the
hands under the blanket or hide them with flowers or
other memorabilia. This is almost every viewing, not
just difficult cases. Damn, I must just be getting old.”
I was surprised because I recently had a similar
conversation with a fellow Dodge representative
as well as an email from a funeral director asking
about techniques on the hands before embalming.
This conversation and inquiry left us wondering why
some funeral directors are content to just cover those
discolored or emaciated hands with the blanket.
If we settle for covering the loved one’s hands
with the blanket what story are we are missing? A
friend of mine manages a machine shop. He often
laments his “dirty” hands, but I know that he is
actually proud of those symbols of hard work. If he
died unexpectedly, I would never dream of covering
his hands because they may appear soiled nor would I
scrub them to an unnaturally clean for him.
Additionally, covering the hands rather than
restoring a natural appearance will cause the viewing
public to use their imagination and wonder what we
are hiding from them. We have the knowledge and

the opportunities to show our abilities. Sadly, what
we frequently lack is the desire. That wedding ring
on the left hand and stains from years of smoking on
the right hand speak volumes. It is our responsibility
to help those stories to be heard.
In September of 2004 our funeral home had
the honor to serve the family of two brothers
aged 22 and 25 who tragically died in a high speed
automobile accident. These young men had been out
for a bachelor party traveling with two friends who
perished as well. The impact of the crash sliced the
car in half, leaving the front and rear sections about
100 feet apart according to the State Police. These
two brothers had been in the back seat. The Coroner
and State Police had already spoken with the family
and conveyed to them that the severity of the trauma
their loved ones had suffered would mandate a
closed casket farewell. Both parents expressed to me
and the owner of the funeral home that they had to
see their babies. After multiple discussions with the
family, we agreed that seeing the boys would allow
them the physical closeness that they required to say
goodbye to their beloved sons.
As a practical matter for any funeral director
in this situation or any similar situation, a “Hold
Harmless Agreement” is an absolute must. Your
family will be afforded the needed opportunity for a
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goodbye while you and your firm are protected from
any claims brought against you for mental anguish
suffered from viewing a victim of trauma.
Honestly, I wasn’t prepared for the task of
preparing and dressing an un-embalmed body. We
also did not consider what a trauma like this does to
the hands of the deceased. Seemingly endless hours
were employed cleaning every millimeter of the
hands, removing glass and other foreign items, and
doing the necessary nail treatments.
At last we were ready for restoration using
wax and an airbrush for cosmetic application.
Because the boys had not been embalmed some of
these restoration techniques became more difficult.
A great product for sealing small abrasions and
allowing for the wax to stick to the compromised
area is Pore Closer. Pore Closer has many uses. It
restores the natural surface when skin is broken. It
adheres to un-embalmed or embalmed tissue to seal
and provide natural contour and is a great base for
cosmetic application. Pore Closer acts as its own
solvent so one layer works best.
To this day I can see the mother and father
walking in to see their boys. The hug and thank you
were all we needed. Was it perfect? Certainly not. A
perfect situation would not have put these grieving
parents in this place. But the parents were able to
say goodbye. Mom sat there for hours holding each
boy’s hands.
We do everything with our hands. Think of
how people express themselves with their hands
while communicating. A lack of hand gestures can be
perceived as indifference. Psychologytoday.com says
that when people speak without any hand gestures it
means that they don’t care, and hands that are hidden
or can’t be seen shows a lack of trustworthiness. For
many, the hands say as much as spoken words.
A colleague recently shared the following
experience with me. He and his wife attended the
viewing and funeral for a friend’s elderly mother. She
was a matriarch of the church, there was a sizeable
crowd and the line moved slowly. After speaking
with the family, they approached the casket. The
casket spray was phenomenal. First class all the
way. But upon viewing their friend’s mother, the
only thing that stuck in my friend’s mind was, “Her
fingernails match her purple dress and she doesn’t
have fingernail polish applied!”
Without a doubt, they were not the only ones in
attendance to notice the lack of attention to the hands.
We have noticed dirty fingernails, emaciated hands
that could have been built up with Feature Builder,
blue and discolored fingertips, bruises, discolored
tissue, non-manicured or untrimmed jagged
nails, dried blood, hands that were not adequately
embalmed and of course, hands that were completely
hidden with the blanket. Why spend hours on pre/
post embalming techniques and cosmetic application
of the face, only to give the hands the most superficial
attention?
Look closely at your own hands.You will notice
the roundness of the fingertips, the color variations,

scars, the shape of fingernails, fleshy or bony areas,
etc. When we utilize our technical skill, shouldn’t it
be our goal to recreate or enhance these details and
provide a more natural appearance? This extra effort
given to hands might give the family the comfort
they need. This may be the difference between a
wonderful memory and a failed memory for the
family we serve.
When does the proper care of the hands begin?
Our responsibility begins at the time of transfer
to your funeral home. Many funeral homes have
adopted the use of mechanical devices to keep hands
in an upward position for transport. An extremities
positioner (Item No. 910157) is a favorite among
many to keep the hands in an elevated position.
Do we really want the hands to lay flat at the side
of the deceased while they are on the transfer cot?
This could cause discoloration, swelling, staining, and
other post mortem conditions from blood pooling
in these areas. Proper handling during transfer is an
important factor in achieving the best results possible
for viewing. Additionally, document all rings, jewelry,
and other valuables either retained with the decedent
or returned to the family at the time of transfer.
Miscommunication and non-documentation of all
valuables can lead to lawsuits down the road. Always
verify the intentions of the family if mechanically
removing rings or jewelry from a loved one. With
cremation, always double check jewelry to ensure
that an embarrassing and costly mistake does not
happen.
In the prep room, a frequently overlooked step
is a proper case analysis with a dedicated focus on the
hands by the embalmer. The case analysis of hands is
needed to determine the level of need for advanced
techniques and procedures to treat common post
mortem conditions of the hands including edema,
emaciation, dehydration, skin slip, and post mortem
discoloration.
In any circumstance, disinfection with Dis-Spray
should be the starting point for hand treatment. This
could start even before, at the location of death prior
to the transfer. After your initial disinfection with
Dis-Spray a thorough washing of hands with Dodge
Prep Soap is essential. We need to get rid of those
nasties.
Just a reminder: A study of 2000 people by
Health Enews suggested that 26%-30% of the people
had fecal material on their fingers. This same study
found that one in six cell phones were contaminated
with fecal material.
Often overlooked are the stains and grime on
the hands. It’s always wise to speak with the family
before removing these stains and grime.We see stains
from tobacco, grease, or the application of medical
devices leaving tape residue on the hands. Medical
tape can easily be removed with Dry Wash II. Please
pay close attention to personal identity markings
from the tobacco-stained fingers, or a mechanic’s
dirty ground in grease on the fingers. The family
could have special connections to these stains on the
hands. My grandfather was a coal miner for 50 years.
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To this day I can
see the mother
and father
walking in to
see their boys.
Mom sat there
for hours holding
each boy’s
hands.

My grandfather
was a coal miner
for 50 years. His
hands always
looked dirty. It
would not have
been his hands
if they had
been cleaned to
perfection.
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dignified manner. Better distribution and drainage
can be expected during your arterial injection. The
manipulation of the hands and arms will lead to a
more natural hand posture and position.
Positioning the hands is normally determined by
your local funeral home customs. For example, if it
is customary in your area that the hands are relaxed
but cupped, you can achieve this by using either a
dampened towel or paper towels. Simply ball up the
towel or paper towels and place them in the cupped
hands. This eliminates the “straight as a board,” flat
appearance that we have all seen. It is an unnatural
look and can be eliminated easily.
Unfortunately, we have all noticed an unnatural
spreading of the fingers at some point. When the
fingers are spread wide apart, a flat, unnatural palm
and awkward appearing hand will result. A favorite
technique to use prior to embalming when the fingers
do not want to cooperate and spread wide apart
is to tear 2” long strips of Webril as bandage wrap.
These bandages, wrapped around the fingers, will
hold them into the desired position. It’s advisable to
dampen these strips with water or spray Restorative
on them.
Avoid pinching the skin, creating unnatural folds
in the skin or making indentations from the Webril
bandage wrap. Using Restorative on the Webril
bandage wraps will help control this problem. Keep
this bandaging in place during the embalming process.
It is advisable to replace these Webril bandage strips
to help control the spreading fingers during and after
embalming. Hopefully the embalming process will
fixate the fingers into the non-spread position.
As we know, not all arterial chemicals fixate
at the same speed. Another option for unnatural
spreading of the fingers prior to embalming is using a
small amount of Aron Alpha between the fingers.The
best location for this small amount of Aron Alpha is
around the knuckle area close to the palm. Place
the Aron Alpha and hold the hands in position. This
technique can be used, with caution, if used at the
end of the embalming procedure. It is recommended
to apply Kalon Massage Cream or Restorative to all
the tissue of the hands. Both products work well.
This article is intended to focus on the
importance of the viewable hands. The loved one’s
hands play an important part in creating a natural
appearance in the open casket or in an ID viewing.
This effort to restore the hands will pay off as we aim
to satisfy the needs of a grieving family.
While reviewing obituaries in a local newspaper
recently I was struck by the number of notices
that mentioned private services and no viewing.
Additionally, I saw the notices that announced where
a luncheon or similar function would be held.
No one ever said that death is easy and nothing
we do as funeral professionals will make it so. But if
we dedicate ourselves to devoting the time and effort
needed to create a positive “goodbye” experience,
we may be able to encourage our families to
consider those viewings and services rather than,
“Let’s do lunch.”

His hands always looked dirty. It would not have been
his hands if they had been cleaned to perfection. It is
easy to ask permission and then remove, but harm
can be done by removing a well-known identifier.
Another frequent oversight in hand care is the
dried blood, fecal material, grit, and other things
that are often found under the nails and on the hands.
Consider the survey of fecal material found on
hands and phones, and just imagine if these surveys
and studies had been performed at a nursing home
facility or a hospital. This area under the fingernail
can be a breeding ground for bacteria, odor, and a
starting point of decomposition.
This cleaning process can be performed with
Dodge Prep Soap and a nail brush or hand brush.
Another popular technique is using an orange stick
or the tip of a nail file to remove debris from under
the nail. When cleaning the debris from under the
nails, take care not to damage or puncture the skin.
Trimming and filing the fingernails is also important.
Removing existing fingernail polish is
recommended, unless the family objects, and may
be done pre- or post-embalming. Nail polish can
be removed with acetone or non-acetone remover,
and Dry Wash II. An acetone base will remove those
tough polishes more efficiently. A great technique
to remove the glitter or gel coat polishes is to place
a soaked cotton pad over the nail and wrap them
with aluminum foil for a few minutes. This loosens
the polish and it will be easier to remove. A fresh
application of polish can be applied after embalming.
The cuticles can be softened with Kalon Massage
Cream or Restorative. They can be trimmed or
pushed back with an orange stick.
Since we did quite a bit of cleaning, disinfection,
and manipulation of the hands, hopefully we
have been breaking up any existing rigor mortis.
Remaining rigor mortis may be relieved through
repeated manipulation, flexing, and massaging of
the hands, fingers, and wrist. Exercise caution when
the skin on the hands is fragile. Spray the hands with
Restorative or coat them with Kalon Massage Cream
prior to any manipulation. Areas of broken skin not
treated with Kalon Massage Cream or Restorative
may tend to become dehydrated or leathery. The
edges of these broken skin areas become dry and
inflexible. Conditioning these areas with these
products will help prevent unwanted skin tears.
Common sense reminds us to avoid excessive
manipulation of the hand that may damage capillaries
and cause swelling during arterial injections or even
tear the fragile skin.An important reminder: relieving
rigor mortis should always be accomplished in a
Matt Black has been a licensed funeral director
and embalmer in the State of Pennsylvania
for over 20 years. He represents The Dodge
Company in Central and Western Pennsylvania.
In addition to being a graduate of the Pittsburgh
Institute of Science, Matt also holds degrees
in Bio-Medical Engineering Technology and
Industrial Management.
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Cosmetic Choices
By Randy Rogalsky, CFSP, MBIE

There are speciﬁc
reasons why
cosmetics were
formulated for
use in the death
care profession
and why they are
vastly different
from store-bought
cosmetics.

Living people
are constantly,
day and night,
producing oils
and natural
moisture. By
contrast, a dead
body’s moisture
and oil producing
systems have
ended.
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In the Spring 2008 issue of the Dodge Magazine there
was an article on this subject. I wrote the piece 11
years ago to address the common question we get
asked regarding the difference between Dodge’s
various cosmetic lines and “store-bought” or “domestic”
cosmetics. At that time, a young funeral student in her
second semester was doing an essay project on the
cosmetology subject. She had heard from others and
seen for herself that store-bought type cosmetics were
being used more and more in funeral homes instead
of the professional “mortuary” formulated cosmetics.
Dodge has been manufacturing various cosmetic lines
for such a long time that nobody can really remember
how long, but likely around 100 years.
Over time funeral homes have collected a lot
of domestic cosmetics, most of them brought in by
families who wanted them used on their mom, and they
didn’t want them back. Lipsticks, eye liners, mascaras,
and a wide variety of foundations are commonly found
in prep room cosmetic drawers everywhere. What
has evolved over time is the continued use of many of
these products. In fact, I would suggest that in many
cases, it has evolved to a point where some embalmer/
cosmeticians choose these types of cosmetics. Because
of brand name protection, I won’t name the types
out there, but many of these makeups are available at
department store cosmetic counters and pharmacies,
and there are also more expensive types available
through multiple level sales companies that we have all
become familiar with.
There are specific reasons why cosmetics were
formulated for use in the death care profession and why
they are vastly different from store-bought cosmetics.
A living person’s temperature is 98.6°F (37°C).
By contrast, after a deceased body has gone through
possible refrigeration, embalming, and a couple of days
have passed between preparation and visitation and
services, the temperature of the body is likely room
temperature. The difference of 27°F degrees (16°C)
creates a different surface condition for the absorption
and retention of cosmetics, compared to the skin on
a living person which, unless they have been out on a
hot day or out in the winter air, retains an underlying
temperature of 98.6°F.
To make this situation even more complicated,
often in this era of funeral service, a body has cosmetics

applied for a family visitation prior to cremation and
without a longer period of time between preparation
and the funeral. This often means that the body has not
been out of refrigeration very long at all, making it
even more challenging to get any cosmetic formula to
cooperate. At times, these colder bodies are wet from
the abrupt temperature change, making it challenging
to get cosmetics to adhere to the surface. In this article
I am going to try to help provide some answers to these
challenges.
Living people are constantly, day and night,
producing oils and natural moisture, and in certain
conditions, are sweating from within our bodies and
through our pores. By contrast, a dead body’s moisture
and oil producing systems have ended, and they start
to evaporate away with no further generation of
inner oils or moistures. This moisture content and
generation issue, or lack thereof, creates the need for
a major formulation difference between domestic and
professional cosmetics.
While our blood is circulating through our bodies,
particularly when we are in good health, our coloring is
comprised of the life glow we all have, and that vanishes
when we die. Our life blood provides chromatic
values from within our bodies that bring forth a range
of colors that embalmers work hard to reproduce.
Through embalming with tinted arterials that contain
chromatic values, much of those inner, blood generated
color values are replaced. (But that is a separate subject.
At some point in the near future I may re-write another
article I wrote years ago called “Arterial Cosmetics.”)
But the point is, though embalming may replace many
of the lost shades provided by our blood, additional
help, from cosmetics that contain the appropriate
colors suited to every human being, is still necessary.
The cosmetic companies have invested heavily in
creating makeup for the gigantic domestic market, the
world around.There are cosmetics made and marketed
for every demand. We can’t forget that there are also
cosmetics that are formulated specifically to cover
imperfections, and cosmetics that are formulated for
the theater and the movies. There are certain makeups
that are now entering the death care field that are
intended for Hollywood, too. I would place them in
the “domestic” category for the sake of this article, only
because they are made for the living, so the body heat
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factor comes into the picture. That body heat factor is
one of the biggest differences in these formulations. So
let’s focus on these differences, starting with body heat.
First of all, something that not everyone outside
the manufacturing realm might understand is that
“processes” are crucial to the manufacturing of many
products.We make one emollient product that requires
a carefully timed temperature rise until it reaches the
threshold where it is crucial that another ingredient
be added. Failure to add it at that precise time creates
a failure in the formulation and the product needs to
be disposed of. This product is manufactured for use
on “cold” to “room temperature” skin. A chemical
phenomenon that occurs when temperatures reach the
high 70s is this product melts or liquifies and “runs.”
The companies that develop and manufacture and
package cosmetics for the domestic marketplace know
this better than anybody. Who wears these cosmetics,
and where they wear them, is crucial to their success
and the enjoyment and satisfaction of their customer
base world-wide.
This is what happens when living people try
wearing or using Kalochrome, or Kalon Pigments, or
Aquachrome. All of these cosmetics are formulated for
skin in the 60°F-90°F range (15.5°C-32.2°C). I recall
a number of theatrical and dancing companies that
heard about our cosmetics and came to us to acquire a
few shades. In fact, for many years in Canada we have
had an exclusive line of cosmetics called Kalopaque
which is the same formulation used in Kalon Pigments
with the exception of a lettered sequence on the labels
from A-P and they were available in 1/2 oz. jars.
A popular shade of this cosmetic is D-Dark Suntan,
the equivalent to Light Blending in Kalon Pigment.
The “covering” properties of the Kalon Pigments and
Kalopaque is what appealed to these people. The only
problem they encountered in using them on their
actors or dancers was that when the person got really
warm, they would run and that did not work well for
them.We rarely, if ever, are now asked to sell cosmetics
to these types of markets. Living bodies are not what
this cosmetic was formulated for, but it doesn’t mean
it hasn’t been tried.
Domestic cosmetics, regardless of whether they
are liquid, paste, or solid powder compact, have been
formulated for skin that has an underlying temperature
base of 98.6F and can weather extrinsic temperatures
much higher. People who wear these types of cosmetics
know that perhaps sweating in extremely high
temperatures is their only challenge.
But here is what happens on the dead body when
these types of cosmetics are used. I think this is likely the
most important element of this article.The living body
produces oils and moisture, but the dead body does not
have such chemistry occurring any longer. As a result,
domestic cosmetics are the first line of moisture to this
dead epidermis/dermis and, commonly, it doesn’t last.
Domestic cosmetics need to be re-applied at least once,
and maybe twice during a typical day. I know when I say
this, signals will go off with some people who are using
domestic cosmetics, and like the appearance of it, but
find that it needs to be re-applied.
Now is the appropriate time to plug in
some information about Airbrush cosmetics.

These water-based acrylics don’t seem to have a
favorite temperature. This means that whether it
is used on warm surfaces or cooler surfaces, there
doesn’t seem to be any difference in the “absorption”
factor. Since we introduced Airbrush makeup to the
death care profession we have recommended that they
remove all emollient cream first so that the airbrush
cosmetic properly adheres. There doesn’t seem to be
any problem if the skin is cooler or warmer.
So keep that in mind. Water-based acrylics
are exclusive formulations to the “air-brushable”
conditions. At this point in time, I like to recommend
airbrushing as a necessary accessory to the other
extensive line of cosmetics we have at our fingertips,
but not as a “do-it-all” method of cosmetology for our
professional death care purposes. Water-based acrylics
are “uni-dimensional” formulas and don’t necessarily
have all of the required chromatic values for every
situation we face.
Lastly, the chromatic values in cosmetics
designed for living people are just not there. The
underlying chromatic values in living skin continue to
glow through from underneath, providing a healthy
appearance. Rarely would a person wear an opaque
cosmetic unless it’s necessary, and there are situations
where it is necessary. However, in most typical
cosmetic applications, the underlying natural beauty of
a person’s complexion is being enhanced and further
beautified and a skillful cosmetician knows what I mean
by this.
For use in the preparation room, professional
cosmetics have been made to deal with the skin/
room temperature issue, and have, most importantly,
been formulated with a complex chromatic value
factor. Simply put, the blues, the crimsons, the greens,
the browns, and purples that go into professional
mortuary formulations go far beyond any domestic
formulation. It would be difficult to find most of the
shades of cosmetics available to you for mortuary use,
in a department store or pharmacy or direct-sales
organization cosmetic offering.
Death care cosmetology is an art unto itself,
separate from cosmetology for the living, or for
theatrical or Hollywood uses. Think about it that
way. Embalming cosmetology has been evolving for a
long time. Embalmers make the dead look like they
are alive, and if all of the products available are used
appropriately, death care cosmetics are always going to
provide the best solution to a multitude of complicated
death related circumstances. Few living people walk
out their door having wax areas on their faces or other
reconstructive and repaired areas. Consider these
differences when choosing between the cosmetics you
walk out your own door with and those you use in
preparing and applying the finishing touches on your
clients’ loved ones.

For use in the
preparation
room,
professional
cosmetics have
been made
to deal with
the skin/room
temperature
issue, and have,
most importantly,
been formulated
with a complex
chromatic value
factor.

Randy has been with The Dodge Company
Canada for 31 years, the past 25 as President of
Dodge (Canada). He is a licensed embalmer and
funeral director.
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Marbleized Urns
The Marbleized6SOTQSFTFOUBOBUUSBDUJWF VQEBUFEÜOJTIDPNCJOFEXJUIBDMBTTJDTIBQF
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Personalization available in silver
only on all Marbleized Urns.

Royal Blue
Adult 960533
Royal Blue
Keepsake 961633

Purple
Adult 960531

Purple
Keepsake 961631
Slate Blue*
Adult 960532

Slate Blue
Keepsake 961632

*engraved sample using Park Avenue font
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Red
Adult 960530
Red
Keepsake 961630

Doing It the
Easyway
By Dennis Daulton

It happened several years ago, thirteen to be
exact, and I can’t get it out of my mind. We’ve all
experienced those cases which we recall over and
over again, hoping someday to forget. I sometimes
think about my Connecticut colleagues, along with
the first responders, who had to face and endure
the tragedy that happened at Sandy Hook, CT in
December of 2012. Without question we serve
when summoned.
I’m also reminded of particular challenges I
faced when discussing the use of wax and restorative
techniques with colleagues, when doing an embalming
program or speaking at a mortuary school. I need to
stress the fact (not as a sales representative, but as
an embalmer) that every funeral home should know
about Easyway and to have it on hand. Sooner or later
you will need it. Wax works well, but not nearly as
well as Easyway. Let me take you back to that Friday
evening when I thought my day and work week
was over.
The call came from a funeral home owner and
a good friend, now deceased. I was his Dodge rep
at the time and did trade embalming at his firm for
many years.
“Dennis, my embalmer is ill and I desperately
need your help tonight. On a call we are handling the
medical examiner said there will be no autopsy, but it
isn’t a pretty sight. Are you available?”
I was. He went on to explain that the individual
died from severe blood loss due to cutting his
own throat.
If you have your own well-stocked embalming
kit, which you should if you are a trade embalmer,
you will be able to meet most any challenge. Just
hope that the funeral home you’re going to has all
the chemicals and supplies you’ll need. For years I’ve
been sure to have several bottles of both Dis-Spray
and Basic Dryene with me, and recently added Halt
GX, for that unexpected tissue gas case.
My mind was racing as I drove the old New
England back roads to my friend’s funeral home that
late evening. Cut his own throat? How could anyone
do that to himself, I thought. On occasion the case
at hand triggers the memory of a particular death of
long ago. I was recalling on this night the death nearly
57 years ago of an elderly woman who had gone into
her sauna, which was out behind the barn near the
chicken coop. With a one edge razor blade she cut
deep into both of her armpits, multiple times, and
slowly bled to death on the sauna floor. As a young
apprentice I was horrified. The self-mutilation was

sickening. In my mind I can still smell her blood. This
came back to me this night as I anticipated what I
might encounter. Armpits can be hidden. It’s hard to
hide a neck.
Fortunately I had a good mentor back then…
several over the years, in fact. The best way to
learn is to stand next to a competent embalmer.
Be thankful if you find a good teacher and one who
is patient and takes the time to instruct. It’s also a
plus if he or she reassures and freely compliments
when it is appropriate. Mine did. Everyone needs
encouragement. Besides, someday the student just
might embalm the teacher. Think about that if you
are currently the teacher. I’ve embalmed several of
my mentors.
I arrived at the funeral home just as the
removal personnel were returning from the medical
examiner’s office with the deceased.Anxiously, I stood
on the opposite side of the table where the stretcher
was placed. I pulled the pouched body towards me
onto the table. I gently unzipped the pouch and was
horrified by what I saw. This handsome, solidly built,
middle-aged man, a disabled Gulf War veteran, was
around 6’3” tall and weighed about 240 pounds. The
deep cuts in his throat were repulsive. It appeared
that he used a scalpel, or an extremely sharp knife to
end his life. There were two cuts. The second, deeper
laceration was longer…ear to ear. This laceration
was so deep that the jugular vein was clearly visible
when I took two aneurism hooks to separate the
flesh to locate the jugular vein and common carotid
artery. These lacerations are what we usually see on
automobile accident cases when the body has come
in contact with glass or sharp metal. It seemed
impossible that this was self-inflicted.
The first thing we need to do on such cases is
to stand back, take a deep breath, and assess our
approach. We should then topically disinfect the
deceased, position the body on body rests, and wash
it thoroughly. The deceased’s blood-soaked clothing
was partially removed by the emergency/hospital
personnel. He was covered with blood. I topically
disinfected the body by liberally spraying Dis-Spray,
followed by cleansing with Germasidol Soap which
is now called Dodge Prep Soap. An abrasive soap
pad is helpful, but be careful when using it on any
tissue which will be shown, such as the face and
hands. Another helpful product is a degreaser, a
concentrated solution sold in a gallon jug which can
be purchased at most hardware or discount stores.
It is an excellent blood solvent, especially on dried
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blood, and it also removes the ink used by the medical
examiner’s office for finger printing.
I was able to embalm this case with a one point
injection (carotid), and drained intermittently via
the jugular vein using a drain tube. Building up
back pressure with the drain tube assured complete
saturation of all tissue and reduced the chance of
multiple point injections. I used a combination of
Introfiant, Metasyn Firming, Rectifiant, Metaflow,
Restorative, and Icterine Dye, along with warm
water. I also added eight ounces per gallon of DisSpray as a precaution for possible tissue gas.
Following the arterial injection, cavity aspiration,
and injection of Dri Cav cavity chemical into the
thoracic and abdominal cavities, I placed cotton
into the lacerations and saturated them with Basic
Dryene, using a syringe to slowly dribble the product
onto the cotton. This phenol chemical cauterized the
tissue prior to suturing. After trimming and cleaning
his fingernails, I removed the cotton and sprayed the
area with Dis-Spray, which neutralizes the phenol
odor. I applied an adequate amount of White Kalon
Massage Cream below the incision to prevent the
burning of normal tissue if the Basic Dryene drips
down (which it usually does).
The case was coming along nicely. I learned
over the years never to rush, and never to put a time
limit on the challenge at hand. Just keep going until
you become so tired you can’t work any longer, and
plan on returning at a later time to finish. Or work
until the job is done. Sometimes we don’t have the
luxury of returning. The hour was getting late, but I
was getting that second wind because I was gradually
seeing positive results.
Both incisions were sutured with a waxed
polyester thread, Dodge’s #761411. I prefer
this strong, small thread for suturing the carotid
incision, and it is especially good for a head autopsy.
Fortunately, I had an Easyway kit in my car.
Have you ever heard of or used Easyway? It
was developed by the dental field. It is a two-part
mixture of a powder and a liquid. Mixed together,
it becomes a gel, similar to honey, and hardens to
a rubbery substance. Unlike when using wax, the
remains can be moved without cracking the restored
area and family members can touch the area without
damaging it. Once applied to tissue, sulci lines can
be created and smoothed over with Dry Wash II,
which is the solvent. These sulci lines can be drawn
using the edge of a spatula. Or sharpen one end of
a cosmetic brush in a pencil sharpener and use the
point to draw these lines and indentations so that it
looks like normal tissue. The “smooth look” is too
artificial looking. When using wax, you should also
apply the sulci lines. DryWash II is also a good thinner
for wax and it will smooth out the “natural” lines
(sulci) on Easyway before it sets. A liberal application
of the powder that comes with the kit, and brushing
it off, sets the product to receive the application of
cosmetics. This last step is critical.
“Easyway Tips & Techniques,” written by my
associate at Dodge, Jay Rhodes, is available on our
website under technical information. Scroll down to
Embalming Articles, or contact our office or your

Dodge rep for a copy to be emailed, faxed, or mailed
to you. Remember the days when we could only use
wax and hoped that no one would touch the area,
or that it would not be disturbed when casketing the
body? Those days are over when using Easyway.
My responsibility on this case was only to
embalm the body. I was not expected to be involved
with restoration, dressing, and casketing. The funeral
home personnel did this quite well. I just couldn’t
leave this night knowing there was something else
I could do to greatly enhance the appearance of
the deceased. I had learned from the owner of the
funeral home that the gentleman’s parents and his
only daughter wanted desperately to see him. He
was divorced.
I mixed the Easyway and applied it over the
sutures. The results were astounding. The owner of
the funeral home returned to the embalming room
just as I was finishing. He was always appreciative,
but he was a man of few words, and he didn’t excite
easily. His comment was, “Wow! I can’t believe it!”
He would become the hero to this family, and they’d
forever be grateful. If the truth be known, few of us
in this profession want to be heroes. What we want
is that when the funeral is over, it was a positive
experience for the family and friends. That’s all we
can hope for.
I returned to this funeral home on a sales call
two days later and was able to see the deceased
several hours prior to his funeral. He was dressed
in his military uniform. Easyway extended up from
under his shirt collar. Everything appeared perfectly
normal. Even the trained eye would not notice a
difference between this product and human tissue.
Another great quality about Easyway is that a
translucent cosmetic can be applied over it. Wax, on
the other hand, requires opaque cosmetics only, is
easily disturbed, and rubs off.
I did make one mistake the evening of the
embalming. I had peeled a bit off shortly after it
dried. The rubbery, adhesive product does peel off
when much effort is used, but it leaves a line of
demarcation or a slight ridge the farther back you
peel from the edge. This was on the left side and
could not be readily seen. When blending onto the
tissue with Dry Wash II, it can be feathered out and
appears to be human tissue. My peeling taught me to
leave well enough alone.
The deceased was an artist. His paintings were
displayed throughout the funeral home for those in
attendance to see and appreciate. One might wonder
what he could have accomplished in life if things had
been different. We never know the burdens others
carry. I looked at his paintings, and then glanced at
him in his casket as I had some private moments alone
with him prior to the service. What a tragic loss this
was, I thought. Somehow I had difficulty realizing
this was the same person I embalmed several days
earlier. Easyway made it all possible.
Without viewing, this family might have
wondered for the rest of their lives what his physical
condition was. Now there was no need to wonder.
His family, relatives, and friends were well aware,
I was told, of the manner and cause of his death.
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Seeing the deceased in these circumstances, if desired
and possible, does soften the emotional trauma. I’m
not trying to sell embalming. I’m only expressing
an observation about something I’ve seen countless
times over many years. The funeral director made
no promises to this family, only saying, “We will do
the best we can.” He didn’t say “I will…,” he said
“We will…” and no promises were made. All of
his personnel were involved with this restoration.
Funeral service is truly a team effort.
There was no need for the deceased’s parents,
daughter, many aunts, uncles, cousins, and friends to
imagine him being buried for eternity in a ghastly,
horrific condition. Embalming and the proper
presentation of the body erased all of that. He
looked like he had just fallen asleep. Once again a
Dennis divides his time working in his Dodge
sales territory in northeastern Massachusetts,
and being in the office manning the technical
support line, along with helping out with
customer service.
Dennis Daulton

funeral home provided services in a calm, clean, and
attractive environment, and an effort was made to
have the deceased properly prepared.The alternative,
a closed casket, or immediate burial or cremation,
might have caused anguish for his family and friends
in the years ahead. I wonder what the emergency
personnel who initially responded, or the hospital
personnel would have thought if they had attended
his funeral. Perhaps one or more did.
I must add that the funeral home personnel
initially dressed the deceased in a business suit which
the family had provided. After he was dressed and
casketed, the family changed their mind and wanted
him dressed in his military uniform. He was taken out
of the casket, undressed, re-dressed, and re-casketed.
This would have been a nightmare if wax had been
used. The Easyway was not disturbed. And since the
translucent liquid cosmetic adhered to this product,
nothing rubbed off onto the clothing. It’s not an easy
task to remove and re-dress a 240 pound body and
then re-casket.
Funeral service is all about emotionally healing
the bereaved. Easyway helps us do just that.
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Decomposition:
When Time Is
Against You
By Jessica Mouck

There are days when it seems like your worst enemy
is time. We’ve all been there. Unknown to me, my
clock began to tick the moment I was informed we
would be receiving a decedent from out of province
into our care. The family wanted a viewing as soon
as possible, but I didn’t know at the time how soon
that would be.
The funeral director who was looking after the
family phoned the out of province funeral home to
check on the condition of the decedent and make
arrangements for him to be shipped to us. The
funeral director then phoned me to tell me the
situation and his condition. I was told that he was
not in good condition, but that it was important to
the family to see him one last time. The father had
been the one to identify him so he was aware of how
he looked and I was told to do anything necessary to
achieve a natural appearance again.
Now when I am told that I can do whatever
is necessary to achieve a natural appearance a
little warning sound goes off in my mind. How
bad is their condition exactly? Then the full story
came out.
This young man had been a gang member and
had been involved in something that had gone bad.
He was killed, beheaded, dismembered, and left in
the woods for two months before being found. The
director asked me to phone the other funeral home
to explain to them exactly what I needed.
I gave them a call and when I explained to them
that I was going to restore him for visitation, there
was a long silence on the other end of the phone.
For a few seconds I thought the call had been
dropped. Just as I was about to hang up and call
back the silence was broken by a hesitant question
of whether or not I knew what he looked like. I had
heard descriptions of his appearance and I knew
what I was getting myself into. At least that’s what I
thought at the time.
When I told them I would need him embalmed

waterless they told me that this was a practice
they did not subscribe to, plus they did not have
the necessary chemicals. In the end we agreed to
double bag him, place him in a sealed liner, and send
him as he was. Their final words were, “Good luck,
you’re going to need it.”
There’s never been a case that I’ve turned down
yet and I wasn’t about to change that.
We received him into our care late Saturday
evening. First thing Sunday morning I removed him
from the shipping box and placed him on my table.
No one had come close to describing what I was up
against. But that was okay, like I said, I have never
said “no” to trying to make someone viewable for
the family and this case would be no different.
He was black and well into the end of the active
stage of decomposition. His epidermal layer had
slipped off completely, leaving a moist dermal layer
oozing adipose. Unlike his face, which was almost
mummified, his body was wet. His arms and legs
had been dis-articulated at the elbow joint and the
knee joint as well as at the wrist and ankle joints. In
a separate bag with him were both sets of his tibias,
fibulas, ulnas, and radials. It looked like animals
had eaten the tissue away from these bones, leaving
them bare and dry. His hands and feet were still
intact, though in the same state of decomposition
as the rest of the body. His head had been removed
from the neck, separating the skull from the spine.
If that wasn’t enough trauma to the body, he had
been autopsied.
As I was finishing up placing his remains on
my table and trying to figure out my game plan,
I received a call from the funeral director. He let
me know that the visitation was set for 7 p.m. that
evening. Pretty sure my heart skipped a beat. The
clock on the wall read 8 a.m., leaving me eleven
hours to have this man ready for his mother and
father to see.
The hardest part was going to be drying out the
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tissue in such a short time, but I was ready to do my
best. I knew I wanted a waterless solution because
I needed the tissue as firm and dry as I could get
it, not only for the smell but also to create a good
base for the application of wax and cosmetics.
My solution consisted of 32 oz. Rectifiant, 32 oz.
Metaflow, 16 oz. Halt GX, 16 oz. Edemaco, and
64 oz. Introfiant. I added the Edemaco in hopes of
drying out the tissue further in the short time I had.
While my chemicals were mixing in the tank, I
began to undo the loose sutures holding the autopsy
incisions together. I removed the viscera from the
original bag and placed it in a new, clean biohazard
bag. I took what was left of the intestines, flushed
out any fecal matter and other biological waste
before putting them back into the bag containing
the rest of the viscera, and added 48 oz. Dri Cav. I
twisted, not tied, the opening of the bag and placed
it to the side where I would finish with it once the
chemical had had time to work.
I then took the breast plate and the top of the
cranium and placed a piece of Webril soaked in Basic
Dryene on top of both pieces before setting them to
the side. In addition, I placed a Basic Dryene pack
using forming cotton on his face, legs, and arms.
I even placed two little cotton balls soaked in the
cauterant up the nostrils to not only treat the tissue,
but to rebuild the shape they should have. The last
pack I placed was on the inside of the scalp because
I did not want to have any leakage once I sutured it
back together.
Now it was time to inject the body. I knew the
chances of arterially injecting the face were slim
because the tissue of the face had already begun
to dehydrate and mummify, so I decided to start
injection on the limbs first. Since he was autopsied I
had easy access to both the left and the right axillary
and iliac arteries. I began my injection with the
right axillary artery at a high pressure and low rate
of flow on pulse to help the chemical better diffuse
into the tissue. Immediately I had leaks from where
the arm had been severed. Unfortunately, even with
all my efforts to clamp the leakage sites, I couldn’t
build up adequate pressure and did not receive
acceptable preservation.
I tried the same method on the other three
limbs but had similar results. At that point I switched
from attempting to gain preservation through
arterial injection to using the hypovalve trocar, with
which I obtained the level of preservation I was
looking for. For his hands, feet, and face I used a
glass hypodermic syringe to inject the tissue using
straight Dri Cav. There were no intercostal muscles
left after the post mortem had been performed, so
there was no tissue there to treat. I did inject the
torso flaps, buttocks, genitals, and what was left of
his neck with the hypovalve trocar as well.
Once I was finished hypodermically injecting,
I went back and repeated the process with Basic
Dryene to further dry out the tissue. Because the
cauterant would have caused damage to the tank if I
had used the hypovalve trocar, I had to use my glass
syringe for the second round of injection. I removed
the Basic Dryene packs and saw that the tissue had

begun to firm and dry to my liking.
Before I began to suture the open wounds at
the ends of the upper arms and thighs, I brushed on
a Syn Gel HV and Basic Dryene mixture and then
spread a Viscerock and Action Powder mixture onto
the gel which stuck nicely. This was to prevent any
leakage that might try to seep out of the wounds
once I was finished suturing the tissue together.
Using a baseball stitch I closed all the open wounds
at the ends of the limbs.
I turned my attention back to the viscera that
had been sitting in the Dri Cav. Taking the autopsy
aspirator, I removed all of the excess liquid in the
bag, leaving me with treated viscera to which I
added about five cups of the Viscerock and Action
Powder mixture. After I made sure that all of the
organs were coated properly, I placed my aspirator
hose into the bag and vacuumed out all of the air,
tied the bag off, and was left with a bag of vacuum
sealed, dry packed viscera. I like this method of
dealing with the viscera of an autopsy case because
it adequately preserves the tissue while condensing
the size of the bag. This make it easier to place it
back in the cavity, and removes any liquid that might
cause leakage if the bag were to be compromised.
Before placing the viscera back into the cavity,
I coated all the open tissue within with more of the
Syn Gel HV and Basic Dryene mixture, followed by
more Viscerock and Action Powder. Next I placed
the breast plate, which I had coated with gel and
Action Powder, back into place, and sutured the
incision closed with a baseball suture.
It was time to start focusing on the head. I
removed the packs and saw that the tissue had
begun to dry out, which was my goal. I still had
to figure out how I was going to reattach his head
to his neck. Using a dowel rod I had measured and
cut to the right length, I placed one end down his
spinal column and the other end up through his
foramen magnum. To attach the skull more securely
to this dowel rod, I drilled a hole in the end of it and
through each side of this skull, through which I ran
wire to fasten the rod in place. Next I filled the base
of the skull with plaster to solidify the dowel rod in
place. I then wired the calvarium back in place and
ran a strip of Aron Alpha to reinforce it.
With his skull in place, I carefully sutured the
two sides of his neck tissue together. I ran a strip
of Inr-Seel over the line created by joining the two
halves of the skull and smoothed it out to make sure
that when the scalp was placed back in the proper
position there would be no imperfections. Finally,
I coated the entire calvarium with the Syn Gel HV
and Basic Dryene mixture before suturing the scalp
back together. I had been worried that the tissue
was too desiccated to come back together properly
but it worked out in the end.
My next step was to create packs for all the
exposed skin of his body to cut down on any smell
and to continue to dry it out. I laid out all the
materials I was going to need on the table next to
me. I had my gel mixture, my powder mixture,
strips of forming cotton separated into thinner
layers, plastic wrap, spray glue, and several clean
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pairs of gloves. To prevent any contamination from
my table, on which he had been the entire time, I
moved him to another table that was covered in a
plastic body bag before I scrubbed my table clean.
I coated his right arm with gel, followed by the
powder mixture, a layer of cotton to keep it pressed
against the skin, and finally a piece of plastic wrap
sprayed with glue to create a tight seal. I moved
from limb to limb in the same fashion, finishing
with his torso. I treated his feet and hands the same
way, except instead of plastic wrap I placed his
hands in gloves.
Now it was time to place him in a unionall. To
prevent contamination again, I placed him back on
my now clean table. I started by placing his feet in
the correct place, then the bones of his lower legs,
and then finally I placed his torso in the unionall.
Next I placed the bones of his forearms in the
sleeves followed by his hands. Once everything
was in the anatomically correct place, I taped the
unionall tight to his body.
Everything was now in place and secure leaving
the next step…the restoration of his face. I had been
so busy I hadn’t even stopped to look at the time. By
this point my clock was ticking down and I only had
a few hours left to do the wax work, dress him, and
cosmetize him. The tissue was as dry as I was going
to be able to get it due to my time constraints.
Though the eyeballs were incredibly sunken
in, they were miraculously intact and I was able to
use Feature Builder to restore their shape. With his
eyeballs filled out I was able to close his eyelids.
They had no eye lashes, but I would be able to fix
that. Next, using a submandibular suture, I set his
mouth, but something didn’t look right. His lips had
thinned due to the state of decomposition he was in,
so using more Feature Builder I was able to plump
them back out to a size more similar to that in
his photograph.
Once I had the foundation of his face prepared, I
brought out the wax I would be using and placed his
photograph where I could reference it as I worked.
Because the tissue of his face was so dehydrated
there were areas that I was not able to fill out using
the Feature Builder, so I had to rely on building it
up with wax.
The first type of wax I used to fill out his
features was Wound Filler because I did not need
detail with this wax, I just needed a fuller face. I
then switched to Surface Restorer because I would
be able to smooth it out and create all the details
found on his face. Slowly I moved from his cheeks
to his lips, his nose, and to his eyes. The whole
time I used a small brush dipped in Dry Wash II
to smooth the wax and feather it out to meet his
tissue seamlessly.
To replace his eyelashes I used a fake set that
I had cut down to the length that matched his in
the photograph, and glued them to his real eyelids.
I then placed a thin layer of wax over his eyelids to
smooth them out and create a more natural round
shape. His face was coming together nicely but
when I took a step back, I noticed something wasn’t
quite right. Then it hit me! He had no eyebrows.

His natural hair color was black, so I took one
of my old fan makeup brushes and began to cut
the length off of it. Then along his brow line, bit
by bit, I placed a dab of Aron Alpha, followed by
strands of my makeup brush, until he had not only
eyebrows, but eyebrows very similar to the shape
and thickness seen in his photograph. I took a step
back and felt confident in the features I had built.
The face looking back at me was similar enough
to the photograph that the family would recognize
him. You can never recreate the exact features and
make them look perfect, but as long as you can give
a recognizable face with at least one feature that is
identifiable to the family, you have done a good job.
Luckily for me the family had provided a hat to
cover up not only the autopsy incision but also the
fact that he had lost all his hair due to his condition.
With no more wax work or hair restoration left to
do, I carefully dressed him in his suit. I placed white
gloves over the latex ones he had on.
Before placing him in the casket I had the final
task of applying his makeup. I began with liquid
mortuary cosmetics as my base to cover up his
discolorations and to create an even base to build
up from. I then switched to the powder mortuary
cosmetics to achieve his skin tone while adding
warmth back into his highlight areas. When I was
happy with his appearance, I placed him in his casket
to make any final touches that he might need. The
color of the casket lining can sometimes change the
colors you have created on the decedent’s face, so a
final check from afar as well as close-up once they
have been placed in the casket is always a good idea.
When I saw this young man for the first time
he was in no condition to be seen by his family but
in the end I was proud and confident that he was
acceptable for a mother and father to see. Just as
I was closing the casket I looked at the clock and
saw my time was up, his visitation was going to
begin shortly.
The next day the funeral director told me that
the family was so pleased by his appearance that
they left the casket open for the funeral so the rest
of the family and friends could say their farewells.
The father, having seen what he looked like before,
was thankful that he was able to see his son’s face
one last time.
As professional embalmers we should not only
take the utmost pride in what we do, but always
strive to better ourselves. Decomposition and a lack
of time are not excuses that should be used to say,
“Why don’t we just have a closed casket?”
There are ways to work with difficult cases
and still have success. Though we can never achieve
perfection, we can always work to give the family
someone that they can recognize and that is all they
need sometimes, to say goodbye to a face and not
the lid of a casket.
Jessica is a full-time embalmer working at the
Vancouver Personal Care Centre, one of the
largest decedent care facilities in Canada.
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Solutions for Embalming the Skin Donor
By Chris Donhost
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surgical prepping, draping, and the utilization of sterile
surgical instrumentation and aseptic technique. Split
thickness (burn skin) allografts are recovered from
a donor utilizing a specialized surgical instrument
called a dermatome. There are two different types
of dermatomes utilized for the recovery procedure.
Both are made from surgical grade steel, so they
can be sterilized for the recovery process. The first
type utilizes an oscillating (side to side) flat knife
blade. Because of the large rectangular flat blade, this
device may limit the anatomical areas where a graft
can be recovered to the thighs, back, and buttocks.
The second surgical recovery instrument is an
amalgatome. The blade on this instrument is circular,
so it can recover from uneven areas. The amalgatome
produces a narrower graft, but allows for recovery in
areas the dermatome is unable to recover from. Both
instruments will produce a similar and distinct type
of mark on the surface of the skin. The recovery site is
usually a long rectangular strip, but this will vary from
one tissue recovery agency to another.
The embalmer will receive the burn skin donor
typically with some sort of wrapping in the areas
where skin was recovered. The recovery agencies
refer to this as reconstruction. Many embalmers
appreciate the effort to minimize the leaking, and the
practice meets a mandate set forth by the American
Association of Tissue Banks (AATB). While AATB
requires reconstruction of some type on every donor,
they don’t specify how the reconstruction needs to
be done. Therefore, there will be variances from one
recovery agency to the next on how that process looks.
Usually the recovery site will be slippery. The dermal
layer of the skin remains intact with a burn skin donor
and will ultimately require a topical treatment.
Depending on the extent of the other tissues
recovered and the status of the arterial system, an
arterial injection should be attempted first – even
if there have been other disruptions to the system.
Arterial injection will almost always produce better
results for proper preservation. When burn skin is
recovered on a deceased donor, there will likely be
little bleeding. However, when the embalmer begins
injection, a considerable amount of oozing from the
recovery sites should be expected.That is a good thing,
because the oozing provides visual proof that the fluid
is being distributed to the areas of recovery. Should
arterial injection fail, then hypodermic injection will
be required.
Following either arterial and/or hypodermic
injection, it would be best to cauterize the recovery
sites topically. This can be accomplished in several
ways. The recovery site can be covered with a pack
consisting of an application of Dryene II Gel, or a
Webril towel soaked in Basic Dryene or Dryene II, and

Tissue donation is a complex postmortem surgical
recovery of human tissue for the purpose of
transplantation. There are a multitude of tissues, or
grafts, that can be recovered from a single donor.
In fact, one tissue donor can help as many as 75
recipients. Sometimes tissues and organs are recovered
for research and education, but this Donate Life series
will focus on those recovery and restoration methods
as they relate to donation for transplant.These donated
tissues provide a viable alternative to an autograft,
animal tissue grafts, or synthetic materials. Having
several choices available produces best outcomes
based on surgeons’ preferences and patients’ needs. As
it relates to the funeral profession, recovery of tissues
from the deceased human body presents numerous
challenges for the embalmer. In this segment we
will cover the topic of skin donation. This article
will address the different types of skin recovery, the
methods and areas for recovering skin from a donor,
how the skin is used to help those in need, several
embalming treatment methods of the skin donor, and
how skin donation has directly benefitted a licensed
embalmer post-mastectomy.
There are generally two classifications of skin
recovery - the first being split thickness, and the
second is full thickness.The split thickness skin graft is
most widely known for its application as a temporary
biological wound dressing for the burn patient. There
is no doubt that this type of graft can be lifesaving
by shielding the wound from sources of infection,
and simultaneously allowing the patient’s skin to
regenerate. The burn wound is best treated with an
autologous skin graft. The term autologous refers to a
graft that is recovered from the patient being treated;
it is also known as an autograft.There are drawbacks to
an autologous graft because the patient being treated
must recover from the original wound site as well as
the location where the autograft is recovered from.
This results in additional pain and extended healing
times, as well as additional risk of infection to the
patient. In fact, it is widely reported that the autograft
site is more painful and has longer healing times than
the site of the original injury.
The next best alternative wound dressing is the
allogenous skin graft, also known as an allograft. This
term refers to a graft received from a donor that isn’t
genetically identical, most commonly from a deceased
donor. One of the drawbacks with this type of graft
is rejection. When a burn patient receives an allograft
dressing, the body will begin to reject the dressing
in about ten days. Therefore, it is necessary for these
dressings to be periodically changed.
The recovery of donated skin is a surgical
procedure and therefore requires the same level of
preparation as any other surgical procedure including
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then the area can be covered with plastic. Allow that
pack some time to penetrate the tissue for best results.
Once the embalmer has achieved preservation
results to satisfaction, the pack should be removed
and allowed to air dry. The recovery site can then
be wrapped. I would recommend at minimum two
layers. If the recovery site still appears moist, then
an absorbent pad manufactured by a Dodge partner,
Absorbent Specialty Products would be the preferred
first layer. If the tissue is relatively dry, then I suggest
using an industrial-strength plastic wrap for the first
layer. The second layer of protection would be a
unionall or similar plastic undergarment. Be sure to
ask your Dodge Representative for the catalog showing
the complete line of Absorbent Specialty Products
materials. You might consider suggesting your tissue
recovery agency include one or two of the products
that would be most helpful to you with every donor, or
at least every donor when the family indicates viewing
preference as “yes or unknown.”
The second classification of skin donor is the
full thickness skin donor, also known as a dermal
skin donor. Historically, skin was only used as a burn
wound dressing. Today there are more skin transplants
occurring for non-burn patients than for the burn
patient. Unlike the previous classification that only
took the topical layer of skin, the full thickness skin
procurement recovers all layers of the skin down into
the fatty pad between the skin and muscle. There are
both mechanical and freehand methods for recovering
dermal skin. The mechanical method for recovery of
dermal skin utilizes a specialized instrument similar
to that previously described for burn skin recovery.
Mechanical recovery leaves behind large rectangular
strips at the recovery site. It was quickly realized by
the transplant surgeons that there is a tremendous
limitation to the usefulness of the graft when strips
had to be sewn together for procedures requiring a
large graft, such as an abdominal wall repair. In fact,
the suture lines between the sewn together graft
strips were subject to infection, or failure. Surgeons
requested the larger graft, and the freehand skin graft
is the result. The donor’s back can result in a single
graft, as can the abdomen and circumferential recovery
of the legs and arms.
Dermal skin provides many uses in
transplantation, and the recipient won’t have to take
anti-rejection medication, as is necessary with organ
transplant. The reason is due to the processing of the
skin after recovery. Essentially the skin is stripped
of all cellular material through de-epidermization
and decellularization. The cells of the hair follicles
and blood vessels, as well as any pigmentation, are
removed. What remains is an acellular dermal matrix.
Basically, it is akin to a complete stripping of a house:
the roof, sheetrock, wiring, and plumbing are all
removed and only the frame remains. That acellular
dermal matrix is then prepared into several different
grafts.The single graft from the donor can remain in its
largest state as originally recovered.This could be used
for abdominal wall repair, or for an accident victim
that has a large gaping wound that needs to be closed.
Trauma can require unique treatment options,
such as a child whose foot was run over by the family

car and degloved. In this case, amputation was initially
considered to be the only way to prevent infection,
but instead a dermal skin graft was used to cover
the foot. The transplant surgery was a success, and
amputation of the child’s foot was avoided. Once
transplanted, the acellular matrix is repopulated with
the recipient’s own DNA. The graft is revascularized
and recellularized, thus becoming a part of the
recipient. In fact, the recipient will also repigment the
graft to match his or her own ethnicity. A partial list
of other uses from dermal skin recovery include postmastectomy breast reconstruction, bladder slings,
periodontal procedures, contracture release (following
burn wound rehabilitation), pelvic floor repair, hernia
repair, and tunneling ulcer repair for the diabetic.
While dermal skin grafts are arguably one of the
greatest advancements in tissue transplant medicine,
the resulting condition of the deceased donor presents
numerous challenges to the embalmer. First and
foremost is the sheer size of the resulting recovery site
from the freehand dermal graft – something that most
embalmers might only otherwise encounter following
a traumatic car accident.There is a tremendous amount
of exposed raw tissue under the reconstruction
materials when the donor arrives at the funeral home
after tissue recovery.
Some have suggested it is acceptable for the
embalmer to leave the reconstruction material
in place, arterially inject, and dress in a unionall.
However, that method just leaves too much to chance
with no adequate way to verify distribution and
diffusion of chemical into the tissues. Furthermore,
that gives no opportunity for the tissue to dry thus
leaving significant potential for leaks.
The best-practice method begins with the
removal of all donor reconstruction materials to
expose all the raw tissue. From here there are two
acceptable avenues for treatment – one suggests that
you start with treating the raw tissue with Dryene II
Gel, wrap, then proceed with arterial injection. The
second method is to begin with the arterial injection.
Both methods have proven successful. By injecting
first there is less exposure to the external pack and
it permits the embalmer to visualize the tissues for
proper distribution. Arterial injection will result in
significant weeping from the recovery sites, and that
is a good sign of proper distribution. Should there
be an area that isn’t embalmed to liking, then the
exposed tissue areas will point the way to those places
that require hypodermic treatment. Following arterial
injection with the embalmed recovery sites exposed,
prior to any packs or wrapping, the donor needs to be
thoroughly dried.
Embalmers Donald Kellerhall, CFSP, and Damien
Tillman devised a technique called the “wind tunnel”
for drying out tissue on a tissue donor. This technique
can also be utilized on any advanced restoration case
where drying out exposed tissue is necessary. Wind
tunnel supplies needed are a plastic casket cover,
dressing table or secondary embalming table, three
body blocks, box tape, massage cream, and a 12-14”
box fan. Take the empty dressing/embalming table
and drape with the plastic casket cover. Place the three
body blocks on the plastic and move the donor over
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The wind tunnel
should inﬂate like
a balloon with
the air blowing
over the exposed
tissues. The more
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can remain in
the tunnel, the
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the minimum
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Savannah’s skin didn’t want
to heal and became necrotic.
The surgeon had to go back
and remove more tissue and
skin.That is when her surgeon
suggested a dermal matrix
skin transplant for breast
reconstruction. Savannah
agreed, and thankfully the
subsequent surgery went
exactly as planned with
positive results and outcomes. Wind Tunnel
Savannah is back to work
managing a funeral home,
caring for her family, and
regularly playing soccer in a
competitive women’s soccer
league. Savannah is very
thankful for the generosity
of her donor. She regularly
gives talks about her postmastectomy experience,
about being a tissue recipient,
and encourages other women
to get tested for breast cancer Absorbent Mats
awareness.
I’ve never heard an embalmer ask “why” when a
decedent is on their table in poor condition following
a traumatic accident. However, that question is
frequently asked regarding the tissue donor. Recovery
agencies have historically done a poor job of including
funeral professionals in the good that comes from
donation.Thankfully, there is a nation-wide movement
of change among Donate Life professionals who
recognize that error and are making concerted
effort to build bridges within the funeral profession
community. While the information contained within
this article won’t lessen the amount of work required
for an embalmer to care for the skin donor, hopefully
there will be better understanding.
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onto the blocks. Generously cover the facial tissue
and the tops of the hands with massage cream. You
might even want to cut out small pieces of plastic and
cover the face and hands to help prevent unwanted
dehydration to those sensitive areas. Pull the plastic up
over the donor, and seal at the top with the box tape.
Leave a small opening at the foot end for the box fan to
sit and point into the tunnel. Also leave a small opening
at the head end to act as an exhaust. Turn on the fan.
The wind tunnel should inflate like a balloon with
the air blowing over the exposed tissues. The more
time the donor can remain in the tunnel, the better
the results. The preferred time being 10-12 hours,
the minimum being 6-8 hours. It is possible that the
time of year and humidity levels could have an impact
on the outcomes. This technique was developed in
Sacramento, California and has proved to be beneficial
year-round. The end result is dry tissue. Because the
donor is up on blocks, and the recovery sites are left
open, air is able to completely envelope the donor
and dry out the areas where deep tissue has been
recovered. It is possible that the procurement areas
might be so dry that no further treatment is necessary.
That said, it might still be good measure to place an
external pack with Dryene II Gel or Webril towel
saturated with Basic Dryene or Dryene II. This could
be done before the wind tunnel plastic is discarded.
Just remove the fan, open the top plastic seam created
with the tape, apply the external pack and rewrap with
the wind tunnel plastic. Allow the pack as much time
as possible to cauterize the tissue, at least a couple
hours. Remove the pack and dry.
For the final restoration of the donor, Absorbent
Specialty Products has coverings that are specifically
designed for different areas of the body. They also
have mats with a white absorbent material on one
side, and black plastic on the other. I would suggest
laying several of these mats black side down on a clean
embalming/dressing table. Transfer the donor out of
the wind tunnel onto the white side of the absorbent
pad.These mats can be pulled up around the donor and
taped at the top to tightly wrap the donor; there is no
need to suture mats or towels to the donor.
For example, the mat on the head end can be cut
out where the head is, and the two sides then pulled
over the shoulders and secured with tape to the sides
that were previously secured on the chest/abdomen
area, essentially creating a vest out of the absorbent
mat material.That same idea can be done with the pad
under the buttocks, cut the mat between the legs and
pull up between the legs securing to the abdomen.
If skin was recovered from the legs or arms, these
same mats can be cut to size and wrapped with tape
or industrial-strength plastic. Once the custom donor
absorbent suit has been created, the donor should be
dry and tissues should be well preserved. The last step
is to dress the donor into a Unionall as the second layer
of protection from leaking as an extra precaution.
Embalmer Savannah Hall has strong cancer
history on both sides of her family. She decided to
undergo genetic testing which resulted in a BRCA-2
diagnosis. At the age of 33, Savanah underwent a
double mastectomy. Initially the procedure went as
expected, until it didn’t. For reasons still unknown,
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Chris Donhost is a second generation licensed
embalmer & funeral director working for Sierra
Donor Services as funeral home and coroner
liaison. Formerly, he was a multi-location
manager of three funeral homes, a cemetery and
crematory in the California Bay Area. Donhost
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The Right Thing to Do
This story is
not about the
Celebrant or
the words or
ceremonies of
the service. This
story is about the
amazing healing
actions that the
funeral director
took to make
sure that this
family was given
support and tools
for ﬁnding their
way back after
being thrown
into the abyss.

The Dodge Magazine

By Glenda Stansbury, CFSP

His name is Mark. He is a young funeral director
who came to the profession as a second career. He
took over management of a location that is part of
a family-owned group in a small suburb of my city,
with the ultimate goal of purchasing it. In two years,
he has doubled the call volume and is on track to do
it again this year. Wow! How?
A myriad of things. Willingness to be present
to families no matter the time or the location,
community involvement, hospice relationships,
attention to even the smallest details, timeconsuming set ups that include hundreds of pictures
in frames and displays for every family, and his
insistence that Celebrants conduct any service for
families who do not have their own pastor/officiant.
Typically, we are doing two to three services a week
at his location. He knows that referrals come from
well-done services and he does everything possible
to make sure that each experience in his chapel is one
worth talking about. And it’s paying off.
After the first call and receiving the bodies
from this heartbreaking situation from the medical
examiner, he immediately went to the hospital to
visit with the husband/father, Sean. Of course, he
was in extreme pain, on massive medication, facing
multiple surgeries and completely devastated. He felt
that he had failed to protect “his girls” and he didn’t
deserve to live. Mark spent a long time with him, just
letting him talk and allowing him the space to begin
to get his head around the reality.
He called me to conduct the funeral and told
me this was going to be a tough one and one that
would be attended by hundreds of people. Tragic
deaths of young people always bring more attendees.
But, Grant, the father of Tina, had served on the
police force of our city and the OK State Bureau
of Investigation (OSBI) for over 35 years. A phone
call to the funeral home from the police department
requesting that 150 seats be reserved for all the officers
who wanted to attend to honor their colleague who
had lost his daughter and granddaughter, told Mark

It was a Friday. This is how I described it in the
funeral service:
Friday, April 19th. A date that has been
imprinted on the hearts of all who live in the state
of Oklahoma. A day of profound sadness, when our
hearts broke as one, and we understood that life
could change in the blink of an eye. This year, April
19th was also Good Friday. Around the world, this
day is revered as a holy, dark day of remembrance
and honor.
But for Tina, Riley, and Sean, it was a Friday.
They were picking up their dog, Lucy, from the vet
and looking forward to the Easter weekend. They
were just a happy little family, eager for summer
to arrive and enjoying being together. For Riley,
who thought everything was awesome, it was an
awesome day.
And, in a single second, the world was turned
upside down and everything went dark. Tina and
Riley were gone in an instant, along with their
beloved pup, Lucy. Tina held her little girl tight
as they departed to the next great adventure. Sean
was left with a broken body and shattered soul
to try to figure out how to put all the pieces back
together again.
A young family in the wrong place at the
wrong time. Police had just begun to chase a suspect
driving a stolen car. The car blew through a light and
broadsided this car, instantly killing the woman and
her eight-year-old daughter. The husband sustained
broken bones in almost every part of his body. It was
horrific and overwhelming. How does one survive
this kind of tragedy?
This story is not about the Celebrant or the
words or ceremonies of the service. This story is
about the amazing healing actions that the funeral
director took each step of the way in the six days
before the service to make sure that this family was
given support and tools for finding their way back
after being thrown into the abyss. This is about the
right thing to do.
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that this was going to be big. Bigger than his chapel.
He immediately found a church that could hold
the crowd and hired a videographer to live stream the
service to Sean in the hospital.
When I met with the family for family meeting,
we put Sean on speaker phone so he could be a part
of the story telling and the service planning. His voice
broke my heart as he apologized to his in-laws for
things over which he had no control.
And now, here’s where it gets really good. Mark
knew that this young man, who had very little reason
to survive, needed to have his time to say goodbye.
He understood that the most healing thing that could
happen would be for him to see his wife and little
girl, so that his last memory was not crumpled steel
and broken bodies.
He talked to the chaplain at the hospital and
arranged to bring Tina and Riley to Sean so he
could have his final moments. They were prepared
beautifully, and he transported both cots with
gorgeous quilts, traveling 50 minutes to get to the
hospital. This was 6:30 at night, but Mark didn’t
care. The mission was more important than the time
it was going to take.
The nurses and chaplain brought Sean into the
chapel and everyone gave him his sacred space for
last goodbyes. An amazing gift of professional caring
and effort on the part of a funeral director who was
willing to take that extra step because he knew it was
the right thing to do.
The next day when Mark went back to see Sean,
he said the transformation was stunning. While he
was still in excruciating pain and preparing for yet
another surgery, his demeanor was brighter, he was
not in such emotional distress, he had found some
light in his despair. He told Mark that he couldn’t
thank him enough for letting him see his girls.
So, that happened. But that was not all.
Phyllis, the mother of Tina, had made a phone
call to a minister in their town asking him to be a
part of the service. He is the leader of the one of
the megachurch satellites in another suburb. Often
people who are using Celebrants for the first time do
not understand that we are completely comfortable
and capable of reading scripture and offering prayers.
So, they think they need someone else to provide the
words of comfort. We try not to take that personally
and, of course, cheerfully work with anyone the
family wishes to have a part of the service. The family
did not attend this church, the mom just knew the
pastor and made the call.
When I asked them at the family meeting
what they wished for Pastor Kim to do, they said,
“An opening prayer, read a scripture and a closing
prayer.”
I inquired, “You do not want him to preach or
bring a eulogy?”
“No, you are going to tell the story. We just
need some words of comfort.”
OK, not the greatest clarification in the world,
but I felt like I understood what they wanted.
I called Pastor Kim and expressed how much I
looked forward to working with him as we served
this poor, broken family. I conveyed to him what the

family had requested.
He said, “Who’s doing the sermon?”
“There is no sermon.”
“Who is going to be printed in the program as
giving the sermon?”
“There is no sermon. The family has asked me to
tell their stories and has asked you to provide prayer
and scripture.”
“Well, I’ll just call Phyllis,” and then he was
gone.
So, he called Tina’s mother and told her that I
had told him that he was not needed. Deep Breaths.
Count to ten. There you go. . .
I called Mark because I knew he would hear
from Phyllis. And then, he picked up the phone and
called the pastor. Yes, yes, he did.
He explained to Pastor Kim that we needed to
honor the family’s wishes to have the kind of service
that they needed and that did not include a sermon.
And, furthermore, we were a guest in another
pastor’s church who had graciously agreed to let us
use his sanctuary in order to accommodate the crowd
and had not insisted on being a part of the service.
Wouldn’t it be a little rude for another pastor to
come into this place and take over the podium and
preach?
Yes, he said that! I was so proud that this funeral
director was standing up to a pastor and advocating
for what was right for his family. Because it was the
right thing to do.
Pastor Kim finally said, “Well, they don’t go to
my church and I don’t know them, so I don’t have
time to come do that.” Then Mark called Phyllis and
explained that Pastor Kim just couldn’t make it. She
was disappointed. I was not. I didn’t have to deal
with Pastor Kim’s ego and his insistence on making
it about him and his message rather than offering
healing words and silent support.
So that happened. But that was not all.
Mark also knew that another group who would
be very affected by this tragedy were Riley’s friends,
all her little second grade classmates who suddenly
had a person missing at the lunch table.
He reached out to the school and the teachers
and offered a time for the students to gather. The
school was hesitant to endorse this, for whatever
reason, and wouldn’t send invitations out to the
parents. So, he got on the social media page of the
town and announced that there would be a special
private time for any of Riley’s friends to come to the
funeral home.
That evening, twelve parents with their children
and two teachers arrived at the funeral home, unsure
of what they would see or experience, but knowing
that it was the right thing to do. Mark and his wife,
Mary, had copies of our coloring book I Know
Someone Who Died. They had coloring tables set up
in the gathering area of the funeral home with juice
and cookies and snacks. They talked about the pages
together and colored several of them, allowing the
children to ask questions as they went through each
picture. They also had blank pieces of paper and
the kids were invited to draw a special picture or
memory of Riley.
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stories and honoring the loss and emptiness that
enveloped everyone in the room.
To introduce the scripture, I said:
“At times of deep sorrow and grief, we often
turn to the ancient words of scripture for comfort.
The poetry of the Psalms has often been used for
gatherings such as these to offer a picture of safety
and care. But, when we hear the words of the 23rd
Psalm, we think of David as King of Israel, on his
throne, celebrating his life. According to history,
during this dark period of his life, he was actually on
the run, afraid for his life, hiding in a cave. He was
in a place he had never been before. Today, you are
in a place you’ve never been before, feeling fear and
anger and despair. So, let’s hear this prayer in a new
way and call upon the promise of a shepherd who will
guide you in the coming days.”
Boom. And that’s how we do words of comfort.
Take that, Pastor Kim.
We had a police escort of ten cars, two OSBI
crime scene vans, and four motorcycles for the
procession to the cemetery. Everyone in that small
town pulled over to the side of the road—they had
never seen that many red and blue lights blinking
in unison.
Now one must consider the context of all this
activity. This service was held on a Friday. Saturday
morning at 10:00 we had a service for a 38-yearold mother who died after six years of battling
cancer, leaving three children, the youngest being
18 months old.
As soon as that service was over, Mark and an
apprentice left to drive her body two hours to be
buried in a family cemetery. I left with the other
apprentice and Mary to drive an hour and a half to
a lake for a service for a 78-year-old man who died
after being diagnosed with cancer two months ago.
They set up in the concrete party house with a
television so they could play the video tribute, they
brought a microphone and speakers and podium
and had a huge table full of pictures and displays and
balloons. The family and friends gathered for the
ceremony and then went out on a boat to scatter his
ashes in his favorite spot.
So, we had three services in 24 hours. Each
family felt that they were the most important people
in the world, and nothing was given a short cut
because it was a busy weekend. And I was one tired
Celebrant.
So, why am I telling you this? As I said at the
beginning, it’s not a story about a Celebrant. It’s a
celebration of a funeral director who went out of
way to do the hard thing, the inconvenient thing, the
exhausting thing because he believed that it was the
right thing.
There are hundreds of funeral directors who are
doing the right thing daily. Who understand what the
grief journey looks like and how powerful and healing
we can be in setting families’ feet on that path. Who
go out of their way to be present, be accountable, be
creative, and be insistent that everything is exactly
right for every family. This is my way of saying: I see
you. You are special. Keep it up. Thank you.

Then, they brought in the therapy dog. Mark
does not yet have a grief therapy dog, so he borrowed
one from the local hospital, knowing how valuable
that safe pet space can be for confused and grieving
little kids.
After spending some time with Max, the dog,
one of the children said, “Is Riley here?”
Mark said, “Yes.”
“Can we see her?”
Several of the parents gasped. Should they see
her? Should I take my kid and run? What is the right
thing to do? There are no pages in the parenting
manual about these situations.
Mark said, “Would you like to take Max in
with you to go see Riley?” Yes. So, they walked into
the chapel where Riley lay in state, each of the kids
walking as close as possible to Mark and to Max.
When they got to the casket, they touched their
friend, patted her cheek, talked about how cold she
was, remarked on how pretty her hair was. They
left the pictures they had drawn for her there on
the casket. The parents stood back, amazed at how
natural their kids were in the face of death. It only
becomes the boogie man when we make it one.
Mark had copies of the book What Do We Tell the
Children? by Joe Primo that he gifted to the teachers
and encouraged them to come back and ask any
questions they may have in the coming days.
So, this amazing funeral director, who had
plenty to do to prepare for a massive funeral with
lots of moving parts, carved out two hours the night
before, to allow the youngest grievers a chance to say
goodbye. Because it was the right thing to do.
Phyllis did what most grieving mothers do. She
tried to make everything perfect by micromanaging
every detail. When life is out of control, you try to
control whatever you can. Mark took 15 calls a day
from her, sometimes at midnight, just so she could
talk through her concerns or . . . just talk.
The day of the service, the foyer of the church
was full of pictures and memories and displays,
including the pictures from all of the little friends.
Six hundred people were escorted into the service, to
spend time laughing, crying, mourning and missing
these two lights who were gone through no fault of
their own. Over 100 uniformed men and women of
the police force and OSBI sat together in solidarity
for their friend who had lost so much in the blink of
an eye. One of the police officers sang Amazing Grace.
When he got up to sing, he said to me, “I wanted
to say a few words but didn’t know if that was OK.”
I said, “You are wearing a gun. I’m not going to
stop you.” It was a blessed moment of laughter and
relief for the audience who was so gripped in sadness.
The service itself was a blend of telling their
Glenda Stansbury, CFSP, MALS is the Dean of
the InSight Institute of Funeral Celebrants, VP
of InSight Books, adjunct professor for UCO
Funeral Service Department and a practicing
Certified Funeral Celebrant. You can contact
her at celebrantgs@gmail.com
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In Appreciation and With Respect
By Steve Palmer

The 34-year-old widow led her daughter toward the
casket. At the catafalque, they knelt before the flagdraped, mahogany burial case holding the body of
the man they both deeply loved. The widow leaned
forward and gently kissed the flag, and her five-yearold daughter reached her gloved hand under the flag to
feel the casket, to feel closer to him.
The date was Sunday, November 24, 1963, the
place was the United States Capitol, and the man in
the casket was President John F. Kennedy. Kennedy’s
assassination shocked the country so much, and it
placed a trembling fear in the citizens’ hearts about
what was happening to our country.
Kennedy’s casket arrived in Washington just hours
after he was shot, as succeeding President Lyndon
Johnson reassured the country that the government
was stable and functioning.
In the early hours of Saturday, November 23,
the President’s body had arrived at the White House
and had been taken to the East Room. Jacqueline
Kennedy asked that the casket be opened. She decided
that the casket would not be opened to the public, as
she thought that his appearance was “a little waxen”
(though great efforts had been taken, considering the
severe damage done to his head on the viewing side).
This, unfortunately, set the precedent that for all
future “viewings” of a president or former president,
the casket would be closed. The former first lady
asked that the casket be opened privately one more
time before he was taken to the Capitol. She asked
her Secret Service Agent, Clint Hill, to get a pair of
scissors, which he did from the head usher’s office, and
she clipped some of her husband’s hair.
Jacqueline Kennedy modeled her husband’s
funeral after Abraham Lincoln’s final ceremonies. The
funeral mass on Monday, November 25,1963 was
held at the Cathedral of St. Matthew the Apostle in
Washington. It was their son John, Jr.’s third birthday.
A marble plaque at the church, near the gates of the
sanctuary, signifies the presence of the president’s
casket on that spot.
President John F. Kennedy’s grave is a popular
spot to visit at Arlington National Cemetery. The
“eternal flame” was a request of Mrs. Kennedy. Some
say she was inspired by the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier at France’s Arc de Triomphe, some say it was
from T.H. White’s “Candle in The Wind” (from his
King Arthur series that inspired Camelot). It stands as
a most impressive memorial.
Most every family of this nation’s leaders has first
had a private viewing of their beloved family member.
They have allowed the country to mourn with them
from that point on.
The sight of the flag-draped casket, the presence
of the body of our president, gives comfort to the
nation’s populace as civility and respect is shown to a
past leader. Many emotions can be felt toward these

individuals but, even those who hold opposing views
can agree that the way we honor a chief of state is
proper and gives comfort as we lay a leader to rest.
Abraham Lincoln’s shooting on April 15, 1865
traumatized the nation so soon after the Civil War
had ended with the signing at the Appomattox Court
House on April 9.
After his death at the Petersen House, his body
was taken back to the White House, embalmed, and
dressed in the black suit he had worn weeks before
to his second inauguration. A funeral service in the
East Room was held on April 18, attended by invited
family, staff, and selected ticket holders. First Lady
Mary Lincoln did not attend due to her intense grief.
His casket was taken in procession along a heralded
route to the Capitol, where he lay in state until April
21 when he was placed on the funeral train. The
catafalque that was built to hold his casket has gone on
to bear the caskets of many other presidents, including
John F. Kennedy and others who have lain in state at
the Capitol. The catafalque can be seen in the Visitors
Center at the Capitol. Lincoln’s train carried 300
people, traveled through 180 cities, seven states, 654
miles, and stopped for services and an open casket
viewing in twelve cities. His funeral train arrived in
Springfield for his burial in Oak Ridge Cemetery.
Since the funeral could not be brought to the
country through radio, television, and the internet
in those days, it was a wise decision to bring the
president’s funeral to the country.
The death of Franklin Roosevelt, in a time of
war, had a jolting impact on the country. His passing
in Warm Springs, Georgia, was not surprising to
those who saw his decline during his campaign and
afterwards. Roosevelt was embalmed and placed in a
National Seamless Copper Deposit casket provided by
H. M. Patterson Funeral Home of Atlanta. Due to his
advanced arteriosclerosis, worry about his postmortem
condition was noted. Patterson’s S & S Limousine style
hearse took the casket from the “Little White House”
and went by Georgia Hall of the Warm Springs Clinic.
The late president never left the area without stopping
by to say “farewell.”
On the morning of April 13, Roosevelt’s body
was placed in a flag-draped casket and loaded onto the
presidential train for the trip back to Union Station in
Washington. His wife, Eleanor, had come to Georgia
to escort her husband’s body to Washington. Along the
route, thousands lined the tracks out of respect.
An East Room funeral service, attended by
invitation, took place on April 14th. Roosevelt did
not have a true state funeral due to the War. After
the funeral Roosevelt was transported by train from
Washington, D.C., to the family home at Hyde Park,
New York. Roosevelt was buried on April 15 in the
Rose Garden of his Springwood estate.
The nation was apprehensive about what would
happen without their longtime leader. The sight of his
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casket, borne on a caisson leaving the White House
heading to Union Station, gave comfort to those who
were able to mourn their war time president with
whom they had shared many dark moments.
Richard Nixon resigned from his presidency in
August 1974 after a term of solid achievements and
later scandal. He retired to be interviewed and write
about world events. His death in New York on April
22, 1994 followed a stroke on April 18th. His body
was flown to El Toro Air Station in Orange County,
California and transported to the Nixon Library in
Yorba Linda, California. Washington honors were not
part of his final wishes.
On April 26, he lay in repose in the library’s lobby.
50,000 people waited in the rain to view the casket.
The funeral was held on April 27 on the Library’s
Grounds with 4,000 people attending and, for the
first time, five living former and current presidents
attended. It was a reassuring site to see those who had
served before and after him, some friends and some
foes, gathered in patriotic and respectful unity before
his flag-draped casket.
When our first president, George Washington
died at his beloved Mount Vernon estate, only two
years after he left Washington, the plans that some
people had to bury him at the United States Capitol
were put to an end. Two stories below the Rotunda, a
crypt had been built to immortalize his remains. But
this was not Washington’s wish and he was entombed
in a small stone “shed” near the bank of the Potomac,
until a more appropriate mausoleum was constructed
in 1831 for the late president, his wife Martha, and 23
other family members. The president’s and first lady’s
marble sarcophagi are visible through the grates of the
tomb. It’s a place to reflect upon what these people
contributed to our country.The grief of the nation was
such that many cities held their own funeral services.
In Philadelphia cannons were fired and a symbolic
funeral procession was held with an empty casket and
a riderless horse as it gave the ceremony a focal point
to help the citizens express their sorrow.
July 4, the day that our Continental Congress
announced the Declaration of Independence, was
a day long considered for a national holiday and
was finally made one in 1870. The day has another
historical significance as it was the day we lost two past
presidents, one-time enemies who later found peace
and friendship.
Our second president, John Adams, defeated
Thomas Jefferson in the election of 1796 and
Thomas Jefferson defeated Adams four years later.
Their once close friendship suffered as Adams
loaded the government with many appointees right
before Jefferson took office, among other points of
disagreement. Their friendship later was restored
through the efforts of Dr. Benjamin Rush and Abigail
Adams. They both died on July 4, 1826. John Adams
last words were, “Thomas Jefferson still survives.”
What he did not know was Jefferson had died
hours earlier.
Jefferson died at Monticello. He was specific in
his request for a quiet, private service attended by only
immediate family and invited close friends. It was held
in the rain, the day after his death. He is buried under a

granite obelisk monument which can be seen on tours
of Monticello. The inscription, written by Jefferson
himself, reads, “Here was buried, Thomas Jefferson,
Author of the Declaration of American Independence,
of the Statute of Virginia for religious freedom & Father
of the University of Virginia.”
John Adams was the longest living president,
dying at the age of 90 (until Ronald Reagan died at 93).
Adams’s church funeral was attended by 4,000 people.
He was first interred at Hancock Cemetery in Quincy,
MA, next to his wife Abigail. Years later, a crypt was
built in the basement of the nearby United First Parish
Church which he helped build through gifts of land and
other donations. Any present member of the Church
must feel the presence of the Adams family.
William Henry Harrison’s death in office is not
as well remembered as more notable presidents who
died during their terms. He died of pneumonia-related
causes six months after his inauguration. Some believe
it was caused by his making a record-breaking long
inaugural address in bad weather.
Solomon Northup, in his memoir, Twelve Years A
Slave, said of the funeral, “The next day there was a
great pageant in Washington. The roar of cannon and
the tolling of bells filled the air, while many houses
were shrouded with crape, and the streets were black
with people. As the day advanced, the procession made
its appearance, coming slowly through the Avenue,
carriage after carriage, in long succession, while
thousands upon thousands followed on foot, all moving
to the sound of melancholy music. They were bearing
the dead body of Harrison to the grave…. I remember
distinctly how the window glass would break and rattle
to the ground, after each report of the cannon they
were firing in the burial ground.”
Harry S. Truman’s family declined a state funeral,
preferring a service at his Presidential Library in
Independence, Missouri. The thirty days of mourning
were overlapped with the death of another former
president, Lyndon B. Johnson, who died at his ranch in
Texas. Johnson’s casket lay in state in the Capitol and
his funeral was at the National City Christian Church
in Washington, D.C. before he was returned to the
Johnson Ranch in Johnson City, Texas.
Ronald Reagan’s funeral in 2004 was fully covered
by 24-hour news channels from his death at his Bel
Air, California home, to the family private time at
Kingsley and Gates Funeral Home in Santa Monica, to
his lying in repose at the Reagan Presidential Library,
to his being flown to the Capitol. A service followed
in the Washington National Cathedral. His body was
returned to Simi Valley for his placement in the tomb
at the Reagan Library.
Gerald Ford’s funeral followed the format of
transportation from California to Washington to the
Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum in Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
George H.W. Bush died in Houston on November
30, 2018. His beloved wife “Barb” had passed the
previous April 17. After family time at the George H.
Lewis Funeral Home in Houston, President Bush’s
body was flown to Washington for lying in state at the
Capitol and a state funeral service at the Washington
National Cathedral. A flight back took the mourning
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family and the late president to Houston, Texas for
a funeral at his and his wife’s church, St. Martin’s
Episcopal Church, and then, in a throwback to former
presidents like Roosevelt and Lincoln, conveyance by
train for two hours to College Station, Texas. He was
interred with his wife.
The Joint Force Headquarters, National
Capitol Region sets the logistics of a state funeral.
The components are the services and repose in the
home state, the movement to Washington, D.C.,
sometimes repose at the Bethlehem Chapel at the
National Cathedral (President Eisenhower did this),
procession to the U. S. Capitol for the lying in state,
funeral service (usually at the Washington National
Cathedral), and movement to final interment.
An interesting fact is that the government does
the transfer of the casket from a hearse to the horse
drawn caisson at the intersection of 16th Street and
Constitution, unless it is a sitting president being
transported from the White House.
The riderless horse is led by a military escort.The
boots are placed in the stirrups backwards to signify a
fallen officer who will not return.The first time it was
used in a presidential tribute was in the aforementioned
symbolic funeral procession for George Washington
in Philadelphia in 1799. Washington’s saddle, boots,
holsters, and pistols were used.
One question is often asked: How many
Presidents have been cremated? The answer is none.
Each president is strongly encouraged to record their
funeral wishes. We are fortunate that they have all
included a casket and burial.
At some point, at some time, I am sure a president
will request cremation, hopefully after a casketed
funeral service. A memorial service, without a casket
present, with or without an urn, would not serve the
same purpose of unifying a country as a traditional
flag-draped casket does.
When tragedy strikes, the body of the one they
loved becomes so very important. Families need to
have their loved ones returned to them as quickly as
possible.
At the World Trade Center tragedy, many
remains of those lost were not available as they had
been cremated by the intensity of the fire. Those
families were desperate for something. Keepsake
urns were filled with the soil nearest to the spot that
their family member had perished. These urns were
clutched lovingly.
We must not lose the respect for the body of our
lost ones. It is all we know. For many, it held the soul
of the person we loved.
We watch a presidential funeral with respect and
a feeling of comfort as the government and politicians
come together and participate in a final tribute before
a casket.
It can be a lesson for all of us on how to mourn
together.

Join
for the
WREATHS across AMERICA
Funeral Service Project
WREATHS across AMERICA (WAA) is a program of
coordinated wreath laying ceremonies on a specified
Saturday in December at Arlington National Cemetery,
as well as other locations in all 50 states. Wreaths from
the Worcester Wreath Company in Maine are placed on
the graves of our fallen heroes by thousands of volunteers. The Dodge Company has deep roots in Maine that
make this partnership especially meaningful.
The Funeral Service WAA Project includes visits to
significant sites in and around our Nation’s Capital led
by long time coordinator Sally Belanger. Join your
Funeral Service colleagues for this rewarding experience! If you can’t attend, consider sponsoring wreaths.
Want more information on the Funeral Service Project?
Contact our coordinator, Sally at:
sbelanger@dodgeco.com or 207-841-6330
We will be applying for CEUs for participation in the
entire program. Further information regarding state
accreditation may be obtained by contacting Sally.
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Can Embalming Be Saved?
By Jacquie Taylor, PhD

Embalming is
in decline in
21st century
funeral service
for precisely the
reason that Dean
Eckels laid out:
The importance of
embalming to the
funeral profession
is not thoroughly
recognized.
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Eckels referenced the early days in pointing out
“I am quite sure that embalming can be saved, and
that
funeral
service, in the days of the “undertaker,”
equally positive that it is worth saving; nevertheless,
was no more than “crude commercialism” and he
I am far from convinced that it will be saved unless
its importance to the profession is more thoroughly
opined hopefully that “when the wave of fads, fancies,
recognized.”
and freaks shall ultimately have entirely passed, many
While I vigorously endorse the opinion, those
will be ashamed of their adhesions to the methods
are not my words. It sounds like a quote from any
which are so unscientific in their origin, commercial
one of the renowned Dodge embalmers, but it isn’t
in their exploitation, and futile in their practice.”
that either. Although the sentiment is voiced at every
Sounding remarkably prescient about how funeral
embalming seminar I have attended, it didn’t come
service would look 100 years later, Eckels made his
from any of the earnest speakers on the circuit.
case this way:
Instead, it is an excerpt from an essay that appeared
Embalming is worth saving because if it be
in the October 15, 1921 issue of The Sunnyside
weakened the whole structure of
magazine and was reprinted in the
our professional relations with our
centennial edition of the successor
clients falls and we again become
publication, Casket and Sunnyside
merely commercial men selling a
in 1971. The article was penned
by Howard S. Eckels, Dean of the
commercial product, the casket,
then Eckels College of Embalming
along with unprofessional and
in Philadelphia. With startling
unskilled service.
foresight, the full title of the article
In an apparent attempt to strike
was “Can Embalming Be Saved: Is it
a note of optimism, Dean Eckels
Worth Saving?” It is sad but true that
foresaw a “future more glorious
we are still asking the same question
than its past” for funeral service…
almost 100 years later.
but only if its members were
Embalming is in decline in 21st
to guard against any “backward
century funeral service for precisely
slips.” He encouraged members to
the reason that Dean Eckels laid out:
conduct their work “along the most
The importance of embalming to the
scientific and professional lines with
funeral profession is not thoroughly
a fixed determination not to wander
recognized. Many in funeral service
Dean Howard S. Eckels
say that the public is rejecting it. But
off from the beaten tracks until we
ironically, the real threat to embalming comes from
are sure of our ground.”
industry members themselves – just the same as it
Now here we are in 2019 and the dire warnings
was during the nascent years of the practice.
of Dean Eckels still ring true. Funeral service
Because of the controversy surrounding
employers, many of whom are not embalmers, say
embalming in the early 20th century, Dean Eckels
they don’t need embalmers. They prefer employees
found it necessary to argue that embalming is not
with backgrounds in almost anything but embalming
only a vital part of the funeral profession but it is the
because their focus is on the “front of the house.”
“very foundation” of it because funeral service “was
During my nearly 30 years as a funeral service
not a profession until embalming was placed upon a
educator, I could have filled the classrooms to the
scientific basis and practiced by scientific methods.”
rafters with people who wanted to be in death care
Even a cursory read of funeral service history proves
but didn’t want to have anything to do with the dead.
that it was embalming, not “undertaking,” that was
Think about that irony for a minute. But we used
the basis for education and licensure - the criteria for
to understand that embalming was the cornerstone
a profession.
of the funeral. No body, no funeral. So education
included embalming as well as funeral directing.
Dr. Jacquie Taylor is the Special Projects
But now death care has come full circle. It is sliding
Coordinator at The Dodge Company and a
back to the pre-embalming days of the undertaker
consultant in the areas of management and
who was a purveyor of goods with no pretense of
leadership. She is a veteran funeral service
professional services? And it begs the questions: Can
practitioner and educator.
embalming be saved? Is it worth saving?
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The Doll
By Jerome Burke

Monica’s air of mystery about a newly bought dolly
for a little boy recalls for Jerry the story of another
little boy who wanted a dolly to love and the
tragic results…
* * *
“And what little girl’s that for?” I asked as I
looked round the living room the other evening
after dinner. Seated on the sofa, and looking straight
at me with a look calculated to charm the heart of
a rock, was a big, beautiful doll dressed in frilly
white, with its blond hair crinkling in little curls
above the sweetest cream and carnation face you’d
ever want to see.
“That’s Eileen,” Monica told me. “Isn’t she
sweet?”
“Eileen, Kathleen or Moneen she may be,” I
answered, “but who’s she for? I hadn’t heard we
had a new granddaughter, or – ”
“Jerry avourneen,” Monica seated herself on
the arm of my chair and rubbed her shoulder against
mine with a gentle persuasiveness, “Jerry, darlin’,
it’s a little boy’s destiny to grow up and marry and
have children, isn’t it?”
“True for you,” I answered, “but – ”
“And he needs to be conditioned for fatherhood,
the same as a little girl needs to have the maternal
instinct fostered, doesn’t he? When he has the little
ones, it’ll be his duty to love ‘em and take care of
‘em, and look after ‘em – the way you did with
ours, changin’ ‘em, and fixin’ their bottles, and
wheelin’ ‘em out in their carriages – ”
“Do not be talkin’, woman!” I warned. “It’s
who that sweet faced thing yonder is for I’m after,
and you’re beating round the bush like a lawyer
with no case trying to confuse the court. Now, for
the last time, I’m demanding, who’s she for?”
“Well, since you ask me, she’s for Kevin. And
if you say he can’t have her, I –”
“Glory be to all the saints!” I interrupted.
“Who’s saying that the lad can’t have it if he wants
it? Is it a tragedy you think I’m going out to meet?”
Kevin O’Tool’s our three-year-old grandson,
and a cuter little redhead never got into mischief.
That he’d want a dolly as a plaything seemed as
unlikely as that I’d be drinking orange phosphate
on the 17th of March, but children’s ways are not

our ways, nor can we judge their actions and ideas
by ours.
“Then you don’t object to Kevin’s having her?”
asked Monica.
“Not I,” I told her. “Once there was a man who
did object to his little boy’s having a dolly, but that’s
another story – ”
“And a story you’ll be after telling me right
here and now,” said Monica. “Kevin, Senior, may
prove difficult, and I may be needin’ that same story
to tell him.”
* * *
John Lawrence Frobisher was born the same
day William McKinley was inaugurated, and for
most of the next ten years of his life wore his long,
blond curls falling over lace collars and black velvet
jackets of the kind made famous by Little Ford
Fauntleroy. They brought him up to be a perfect
little gentleman, saw he attended Sunday School
regularly, went to Miss Forbes’ dancing school for
young ladies and gentlemen, kept his hands and face
and clothes clean, and in general be a model little
milk-sop.
His mother and his doting maiden aunts had
decided he would be a minister; his father had long
since escaped from the female-dominated household
and was sleeping peacefully in Shadow Lawns.
But shortly after John reached 21, the Army
reached out and took him, and for eighteen months
thereafter he associated with characters whom both
his mother and his aunts would have called “low.”
He fought his way across France, stayed in Germany
to maintain the “Watch on the Rhine,” and came
back home a very different sort of person.
The first thing he did was to get himself a job as
bond salesman. Those days anything that looked like
a corporate security had a ready market. The next
move he made burned his bridges behind him. He
married Mary Blackmer who looked like something
straight from Paradise with her big blue eyes and
rippling golden hair, but who came from the wrong
side of the tracks, which made it all the better for
John Lawrence, for when his aunts and mother
refused to accept his wife, he cut all family ties and
set up for himself ... “shouting the Battle Cry of
Freedom,” as he put it.
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“Little boys don’t
play with dolls,”
his father told
him. “Dolls are
for little girls.
Come on in, son.
Daddy will buy
you a gun, a little
six-gun like Tom
Mix has.”

When the little
casket had been
lowered into
the grave, John
Lawrence put
out his hand
and touched his
wife’s sleeve
pleadingly.
“Please, Mary,”
he begged,
“please don’t go
on hating me.
Won’t you try to
forgive – ”

They went to live in Berkshire Mansions, which
was a block of fashionable apartment buildings built
in the Georgian style with white porches stretching
clear across their fronts. They’ve long since been
pulled down, and the ground they stood on is now
a mammoth parking lot, but in those days Berkshire
Mansions was considered a “good address.”
John Lawrence, Junior, was born in 1922, and
both his parents idolized him. But on one point John
Lawrence, Senior, was adamant. The boy must be
brought up like a boy, not like a mollycoddle. His
baby curls were cut off short almost before they had
a chance to sprout, and almost from the beginning
he wore rompers. No dresses for him.
One afternoon when little John Lawrence was
about three years old, he and his father were out
walking. When they passed Painter’s Toy Shop the
lad espied a great, big flaxen haired dolly in the
window, and it was love at first sight.
“Dolly!” he exclaimed delightedly. “Johnny
wants dolly!”
“Little boys don’t play with dolls,” his father
told him. “Dolls are for little girls. Come on in, son.
Daddy will buy you a gun, a little six-gun like Tom
Mix has.” But John Lawrence, Junior, wouldn’t
be persuaded. “Dolly!” he repeated. “Johnny wants
dolly!”
“That’ll be enough of that!” his father told him
sternly, and for the first and last time in his life
slapped his face.
Three days later when John Lawrence, Senior,
came home with a brief bag stuffed with orders for
gilt-edged securities, John Lawrence, Junior, met
him at the door with a look of ecstasy on his face
and the big blond doll clutched in his arms. “Look
Daddy,” he cried, “this is Gwen –” his baby tongue
stumbled on the syllables, but he kept on manfully
– “this is Gwen-do-lin! Mommy bought her for me,
and I love her to pieces!”
John Lawrence, Senior, took the big doll from
his son’s small hands, marched down the hall and
through the living room and out onto the porch.
Then he threw the doll with all his might into the
red brick area between the house and sidewalk. “I
told you,” he began, but never finished.
With a despairing cry of “Gwen – Gwen-dolin!” John Lawrence, Junior, had climbed across the
porch rail and stretched out his arms. Next instant
there were two small broken bodies lying on the
bricks three stories below.
* * *
Police investigators were told only that the
lad fell from the porch while playing with his doll,
but next morning Mary Frobisher came to see me.
She had a carefully wrapped parcel under her arm.
“He wanted the doll so much, Mr. Burke,” she told

me, “I couldn’t bear to refuse him.” Then she told
me the whole wretched story in a dry, unaccented
voice that might have come from a mechanical toy.
Finally, “I want you to have the doll repaired,” she
told me. “I don’t care how much it costs. I want
it repaired and put in little Johnny’s arms when –
when you lay him in his little bed. Can you do it?”
“Of course,” I promised.
“Very well, then. My husband may have some
objections, Mr. Burke, but I went down into the
Valley of the Shadow of Death to bring our little
son into the world. I think that gives me the
right to say he’ll have the doll with him when –
when – ” a hard, dry sob split her voice, and she
stopped talking.
* * *
We can’t always achieve it, but that time
we did. The case was perfect. The look on little
Johnny’s face was a smile of blissful content, and
the little dimples each side his mouth made him
look like a cherub dreaming heavenly dreams. Fritz
Heitmann, who owned the doll hospital, worked all
day to piece the doll together, fitting bits of broken
bisque together as daintily as a jeweler matches the
small pieces of mosaic into a pattern. When he had
finished the doll showed no more signs of damage
than the little lad showed signs of injuries. She lay
folded by his baby arms with her eyelids lowered
and long lashes sweeping her cheeks as if she shared
small Johnny’s happy dreams.
At the close of the service, Norma Clarke
sang softy:
“There’s a friend for little children
Above the bright blue sky,
A friend who never changes,
Whose love will never die…”
and there was not a dry eye in the chapel when
she finished. No, that’s not quite true. Throughout
the service Mary Frobisher had sat and stared
tearlessly straight before her, as if she sought
to glimpse something just beyond the range of
her vision.
When the little casket had been lowered
into the grave, John Lawrence put out his hand
and touched his wife’s sleeve pleadingly. “Please,
Mary,” he begged, “please don’t go on hating me.
Won’t you try to forgive – ”
She turned that fixed, unwinking stare on him,
and his voice raveled out like a fraying chord.
“I can’t ever hate you, John,” she told him in
that eerie, sand-scraped voice she’d used ever since
the tragedy. “I can never hate you, for we loved
each other. But there will always be a little ghost
between us, John, and always there will be the echo
of a little boy’s hurt cry when what he loved was
snatched from him. I think it’s better that we never
see each other again.”

Jerome is an old funeral director who has
told his tales to numerous generations of
Dodge Magazine readers.
Jerome Burke
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From Zero to 50 . . . Index that is!
Dodge manufactures the widest range of cavity chemicals available.
From the formaldehyde-free Freedom Cav, to the “beast in a bottle” PermaCav 50,
Dodge has a product that will work for you. All time-tested by professionals, you can be
sure that whatever Dodge cavity you choose, it will get the job done.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Dodge Technical Seminars
Las Vegas, Nevada
November 14 & 15, 2019
(Thursday & Friday)

Flamingo Hotel & Casino

Maui, Hawaii
February 3-5, 2020
(Monday - Wednesday)

Royal Lahaina Resort

Additional information is available on the Seminars tab
at shop.dodgeco.com.

